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Dear reader,
This year is a milestone for ICISA as we celebrate the
85th anniversary of our Association. An Association that
has proven to be as strong and flexible as the industries it
represents.
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Thanks to its members ICISA stayed vibrant over the
years, facilitating meetings that gave food for thought for
the delegates who participated and had impact on the way
the industry is valued by clients, supervisors and
regulators. That the association remains attractive to the
sector is also clear from companies that join as member
each year. This year we are pleased to welcome three
new members.
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The interviews in this Newsletter reflect the interesting
times we are operating in. A special word of gratitude
goes to Mr. Carlos Montalvo Rebuelta, Executive Director
at EIOPA. He kindly accepted our invitation to share his
views in his article ‘Solvency II: EIOPA’s headway’ on the
supervision of insurance in Europe and on EIOPA and the
future agenda of this important independent advisory body
to the European Parliament and the Council of the
European Union.
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I would like to use this opportunity to invite you to read
also the other content of this Newsletter. It contains an
interview with the Committee chairs and the chair of the
Solvency II Expert Group, sharing their views on their
respective Committee. Furthermore both the CEO of
PICC, China’s largest insurer, and the CEO of Nationale
Borg kindly give an insight into current and future
developments within their respective companies and
markets.

Column CEO Tryg Garanti - Mads Løgstrup
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We also honour Mike Truter, CEO of CGIC (Credit
Guarantee Insurance Corporation of Africa Limited), in a
farewell article. He retires this year and Mike illustrates
how the industry and the association have developed over
the last decades. And last, but certainly not least, our
interview with the CFO of Euler
Hermes, Frédéric Bizière, is worth
reading, as he explains current
market conditions and shares his
outlook for the future. This time
the column ‘The winners will be
those who find the answers’ was
written by Mads Løgstrup, CEO of
Tryg Garanti.
I wish you happy reading.
Rob Nijhout
Executive Director of ICISA
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Solvency II: EIOPA’s headway
by Carlos Montalvo Rebuelta, Executive Director of EIOPA
The 2007 financial crisis and the subsequent events in
the years that followed have shown us the continued
vulnerability of financial markets to periods of
sustained volatility and in particular dramatic falls in
asset prices. Whilst that crisis was principally a
banking rather than an insurance one, the insurance
sector, including the trade credit and surety areas,
were certainly not immune to its effects.
So many years after the “Solvency II
process” started, it is my strong
belief that the improved risk-based
approach introduced by Solvency II,
is now even more needed than it
was when European policymakers
challenged the “If it ain’t broke, don’t
fix it” principle and started to develop
a new supervisory framework. The
crisis has shown so.Solvency II is a
completely different way of looking at
and managing the risks, or is it not?
It means enhanced transparency
through harmonized reporting and Carlos Montalvo Rebuelta
disclosure frameworks, capital charges
based on risk and incentivising risk management. Solvency
II is both a huge step towards increased policyholder
protection and greater financial stability, as well as a
business opportunity as, ultimately, the framework is all
about risk, and isn’t it what insurance business is about?
Looking at the response from the Credit and Suretyship
sectors to the crisis, and the action taken, it is clear to me
that regardless of regulation and supervision, the business
has been managed according to the risk-opportunity
dichotomy, and successfully so, if I may say.
Solvency II seeks to achieve these objectives by ensuring
the financial soundness of insurance undertakings and in
particular that undertakings, as far as is reasonably
possible, can survive difficult periods such as those
experienced in recent years. This not only means rules
stipulating the minimum amounts of financial resources that
insurers and reinsurers must have, but also crucially those
ensuring the appropriate estimation of risk and effective
risk management in general. Capital is limited and, as
such, can only be part of the solution, but not the full
solution. Nevertheless, as one might expect, the most
controversial discussions have and continue to concern the
regulatory capital requirements.
Solvency II requires insurers to hold regulatory capital to
enable them to absorb losses arising from a 1 in 200 year
loss event. The nature of the 1 in 200 year event, i.e. a

catastrophe or recession type scenario, is obviously a
matter for debate. With regard to trade credit insurance and
surety, given the important economic role provided by
these types of insurance, EIOPA is conscious that the
proposed capital requirements should acknowledge
potential implications in terms of reduction in insurance
coverage or availability. At the same time, it is equally
important for trade credit and surety insurers to
appropriately reflect the risk that they carry. This will enable
them to continue to support trade and the provision of
surety during periods of economic or financial stress.
In providing advice to the European Commission on how
capital requirements should be calibrated, EIOPA has
sought to base its proposals on the data available and to
work constructively with stakeholders from the insurance
industry through, for example, the various quantitative
impact studies (QIS) that have been conducted. The
benefit is double, as on the one hand it enhances
transparency and, on the other hand, the final outcome
benefits from the expertise of those who know best their
risks and business models, namely the companies,
ensuring that the impact of the regulatory proposals is
properly understood, and the features of different types of
insurance are appropriately recognised. In this regard,
EIOPA has certainly welcomed the dialogue with the ICISA
and its constructive input.
In particular, it is worth mentioning the active role that was
given to participants and experts from the insurance
industry in a specific calibration exercise that took place
after the most recent quantitative impact study (QIS 5) as
well as in the discussions within the Joint Working Group
set up by EIOPA to deliver advice to the European
Commission on the calibration of the premium and reserve
risk factors in the standard formula of Solvency II. That
report was published in December 2011 and represents a
major step in terms of common understanding with the
industry not only specific factors in the standard formula,
but also on a methodology to be used. In the case of
reserve risk for credit and suretyship, the recommendation
was delivered to the European Commission at a later stage
taking account of the inputs provided by ICISA. The
cooperation was enhanced in 2011, when EIOPA offered
the ICISA the possibility to nominate a representative to
observe and contribute in the EIOPA Catastrophe task
force together with European supervisors and other
industry experts in developing the advice to the European
Commission on the calibration of the recession risk
scenario.
(> p.3)
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Solvency II: EIOPA’s headway
by Carlos Montalvo Rebuelta, Executive Director of EIOPA
Once the Omnibus II Directive is agreed, and my view is
that it will be done so this year, as all parties involved
acknowledge the need of Solvency II for Insurance, and
there is a revised timetable for implementing Solvency II,
the European Commission and EIOPA will publish detailed
rules on more technical aspects of the framework in the
form of Implementing Measures and binding technical
standards. EIOPA will also issue Guidelines providing
further details on how the requirements in the Directive,
Implementing Measures and technical standards should be
applied. These are expected to include, for example,
Guidelines on the application of reinsurance, which are
being developed by EIOPA’s Financial Requirements
Committee based on the technical support provided by the
Catastrophe subgroup, for which ICISA continue to be
invited to participate as an observer.

We cannot afford to wait and see until Solvency II is
implemented. EIOPA is keen that supervisors and
undertakings actively prepare for the start of the Solvency
II regime. In the absence of a final agreement on Solvency
II according to the timeline originally envisaged, EIOPA has
been eager to avoid a loss of momentum in the Solvency II
project and to build a supervisory consensus on a
consistent approach to preparing for Solvency II, turning a
risk into an opportunity to work on preparedness.
Therefore, in December last year we issued an Opinion
and subsequently in March of this year commenced a
public consultation on Guidelines on preparing for Solvency
II. These Guidelines cover key aspects of Solvency II:
systems of governance, including risk management, a
forward looking assessment of undertaking's own risk
(based on the Own Risk and Solvency Assessment
(ORSA) principles), the submission of information and the
pre-application process for internal models. In short, the
Guidelines are an excellent way for both supervisors and
undertakings to use the extra time resulting from the delay
to Solvency II as a way to be better prepared for
implementation.

In the meantime, EIOPA is contributing to discussions
taking place between the European Commission, Council
and Parliament (‘trilogue’), as well as taking other
measures to support European supervisors and
undertakings to prepare for the introduction of Solvency II.
For example, following a request from the trilogue parties,
on 28 January 2013 EIOPA launched a technical
assessment of the Solvency II Long-Term Guarantee (LTG)
package. This year, EIOPA was also requested by the
European Commission to examine the calibration and
design of regulatory capital requirements for insurers’ longterm investments in certain asset classes under Solvency
II. The reports from these two exercises are expected to be
published in June and July 2013 respectively and should
allow the trilogue parties to proceed with the Omnibus II
negotiations. EIOPA will, as it has been the case in the
past, be part of the solution, and the solution can only
come with Solvency II.

To finalize, I can only acknowledge the fact that the Credit
and Suretyship industries are an excellent reflection of the
benefits of risk management: action such as portfolio
restructuring, dynamic management of short term risk and
contingency planning are good examples of a win-win
situation for the Insurance business: Understand your risk,
exploit the opportunities and manage your business on that
basis.
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Knowledge sharing to match the challenges of a changing world
The ICISA Spring Meetings in Paris last March were
again unique and interesting get-togethers for the
ICISA surety and trade credit insurance professionals
to share their knowledge and discuss topics of
common concern. The Committee Chairs have played
again a crucial role in establishing the agendas and
leading the discussions resulting in satisfactory
results and again more food for thought. Reasons
enough to invite them for an interview to look back to
the successful Spring Meetings and look ahead to the
months to come and share their key issues and their
thoughts regarding upcoming meetings.

delivered for cross border transaction with the insured
being protected against political decisions or events in a
third country. It is considered that it is not possible to
protect a company against decisions by its own
government, and, if it was to be considered, it would no
longer occur in the field of import-export contracts, but
would apply to domestic business, where insurance should
most probably be delivered by companies licensed locally,
using local language, local rules and local wordings”.
Habib-Deloncle asks therefore “how could the international
market, including ECAs, cater with such a demand?”
For René Mul, chair of the Credit
Insurance Committee (CIC), it is
clear that there were three main
discussions which need to be
highlighted here. First the
discussion about if and to what
extent the internal buyer rating
systems that members use in their
buyer underwriting process have
developed into a customer service
tool. “This topic was very interesting
and we therefore decided to
René Mul
perform a short survey on the
subject among the Committee members and further
discuss the results in our next Committee meeting”, Mul
indicates.

New valuable agenda topics
The meetings were highly productive and intense in March
in Paris and expectations for the rest of 2013 are high. It
was therefore not too difficult to challenge them to name
the most attention-grabbing or new topics on their specific
agendas. “The Single Risk Committee (SRC) has been
initiating discussions on two new
issues – the removal of the nuclear
exclusion from the wordings and the
evolution towards domestic political
risks in international contracts”,
Louis Habib-Deloncle, the Chair of
the Committee, immediately noted
as topics of high interest for his
Committee.
He however understands that these
issues might need some explanation
for non-Committee members. “The
request for removal of the nuclear Louis Habib-Deloncle
exclusion comes primarily from the
banking sector in the frame of the Basel II/ Basel III
regulations. However such exclusion has been constantly
maintained in all credit and PRI wordings over years,
mainly upon request of reinsurers. The Committee wishes
to assess whether such exclusion remains relevant for the
branch and whether it would be worthwhile thinking of its
deletion, while it has never been challenged by the vast
majority of policyholders”, Habib-Deloncle explains. “The
possible increase in domestic political risks comes from the
fact that many buyers in emerging countries are trying to
give preference to local suppliers against foreign ones.
Many local regulations, for instance in tenders, require the
bidders to be domiciled in the country of the buyer”. This is
according to Habib-Deloncle a great concern to all
involved, because “if these signs were growing to the point
it would become a real trend, all the architecture of the PRI
insurance might change dramatically as, until now, PRI is

“Also our exchange of views on top-up cover, particularly
also in the aftermath of the recent government trade
support schemes, showed that this remains a subject that
has many different angles to it”. Mul adds that “the precrisis ICISA paper on top-up cover will be reviewed and
updated”. Another topic that caught quite some attention in
the Committee was the legislation regarding preferential
payments in some countries, which permit the buyer or
insolvency practitioner to claim back payments made to the
insured supplier during a specified period of time prior to
the insolvency. According to Mul it was “the preliminary
impression that this type of legislation seems to be
spreading and the Committee will watch the developments
here.”
The “Tour de table” is for the chair of the Surety Committee
(SC), Paul Daas, the most challenging and interesting
topic. “Certainly in the current market circumstances where
most members showed higher loss ratios in 2012 than in
previous years, mainly as a result of single larger loss
events”, Daas stresses.
(> p.5)
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Knowledge sharing to match the challenges of a changing world
On the technical/contractual side, the extent and limits of
the full disclosure obligation needs also need to remain on
the agenda of the committee. “The issue about full
disclosure is part of the willingness by ICISA Single Risk
Committee members to increase knowledge of the risk and
to promote sound risk management practices in the global
environment”.

(Continuation of interview Committee Chairs)

“It was very interesting to listen to the members as they
shared their experiences in the various markets, especially
as their findings were confirmed by the reinsurers present”.
Daas furthermore indicates that there were also some new
challenging topics addressed during the meeting.
“Especially the discussions related to the development of
Public Private Partnerships and Renewable Concession
Bonds are worthwhile mentioning here”.

To increase the knowledge within the CIC about the various
premium charging methods, Mul highlights “the importance
of developing a comparison of the pros and cons of the
various premium charging methods that are typically found
in whole turnover policies, such as premium on turnover
declarations, premium on outstanding balances
declaration, premium on exposure (aggregate of credit
limits) and fixed premium based on the estimated insurable
turnover”. To increase not only the awareness within the
Committee, but in order to inform
external parties, in this case the
European Commission, also “a
topical issue as the impact on trade
credit insurance of the EU directive
on Combating Late payments needs
to be reviewed by the Committee”,
according to Mul (CIC).

Markus Deubert, chair of the Committee of Underwriters
(COU) specially likes to point out one topic that has been
discussed. “Beside the interesting discussions about
markets, countries and industries, the discussion on the
role of underwriter could really be earmarked as crucial”,
Deubert states. This discussion is especially interesting for
him as it “unveils to what extent that role varied from one
organization to another, as well as the potential conflicts
between technical/risk and commercial roles. Based on the
strategy of an insurer the commercial and risk teams have
a common goal although the balancing of the potential
conflict has to be managed”, he explains.
Knowledge sharing is and will continue to be important
When asking the Chairs what are according to them topics
that either need to stay or need to become part of the
discussions in their respective Committees, the chairs
indicate that in general knowledge sharing is and will be of
utmost importance in order to be able to better understand
the challenges of the constantly changing world. But not
only are the discussions important to Committee members,
most discussions also reflect the need to better position the
industry with external parties such as governments,
supervisors, clients and prospects. In this respect HabibDeloncle (SRC) immediately stresses the importance of the
market survey that has been initiated by the Committee.
“The market survey is a unique possibility for the Single
Risk market to be recognized as a valuable party in all
ongoing discussions on the evolutions of international trade
and finance”. Furthermore Habib-Deloncle underlines the
importance of the relationship between the private market
and ECAs which needs to be explored and investigated
continuously.

For Daas (SC) it is clear that the
topic that needs ongoing attention
will mostly relate to making the
product better known to a larger
audience and striving for a level
Paul Daas
playing field versus the banks. “It is
clear that the surety product is very well developed in many
countries, but many beneficiaries still rely on bank
guarantees. Promotion of the usually conditional character
of the surety bonds wording, both in local and cross-border
circumstances, will create a larger demand for our
products”.
In reaction to the remarks made by the other chairs,
Deubert (CoU) concludes that as far as his Committee is
concerned, he “would be pleased if information exchange
and discussion could be launched or intensified on the
relationship and mutual understanding between primary
insurers and re-insurers”. According to him “the Committee
of Underwriters has been able to welcome representatives
of primary and re-insurers over the past years and I am
sure that both parties can benefit and learn from each other
in the years to come”.
(> p.6)

Habib-Deloncle explains that “both the private market
players and ECAs are operating on the same trade flows
with a huge growth of volumes (16 000 Bln USD in 2011).
This means that demand and a wide number of matters are
of common interest to the private players and the ECAs”.
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Knowledge sharing to match the challenges of a changing world
expansion to consider the current economic volatility and to
pay attention to changing requirements on risk
underwriting”.

(Continuation of interview Committee Chairs)

Short term goals influence discussions the years to come.
The chairs all indicate that the agendas of the respective
Committees are and will remain bursting with relevant and
interesting topics the coming years. Short term goals have
also been set by the chairs, but will mostly also influence
the discussions for the coming years. “Indeed”, HabibDeloncle (SRC) responses, “all the topics mentioned are
very important, but the market survey achievement initiated
by the Single Risk Committee would at last enable all
involved in international trade and investment to realize
how significant and necessary the contribution of the
private market is for the global economy”.

For Daas (SC) and Mul (CIC) their short and long-term
goals are related. Both indicate that they would like to
strive to keep the meetings of their respective Committees
as relevant and appealing as possible. Daas (SC) explains
that during 2011 and 2012 the meetings were attended by
a high number of delegates from various members. “On
average we had 34 attendees representing 29 member
companies from 15 countries. It is therefore my goal to
create an atmosphere during the meetings by having
challenging agendas in order to maintain these high levels
of attendance. Members should be triggered to actively
participate in the discussions and therewith tackle relevant
topics. Concerning the content I would like to see market
presentations in each meeting”. Mul (CIC) adds that “the
agenda of the meetings is the basis for an active and
fruitful discussion and exchange of information, experience
and opinions. Luckily, thanks to the commitment of the
members, we never seem short of new agenda items of
common interest”. His secondary goal would be “to explore
the possibilities for ‘cross fertilization’ between the various
Committees. For example, the earlier mentioned subjects
of Top-Up cover and preferential payments seem to me
candidates for interaction between the Credit Insurance
Committee and the Committee of Underwriters”.

Also Deubert (CoU) underlines that
“goals cannot and should not only
be set for 2013, but will have effects
beyond”. Especially as the
economic world is changing more or
less evidently, underwriting is
questioning as a standing item
whether the procedures and
information can be improved over
the next years. “Precisely, we
should not only talk about the tools,
methods and processes but about
the role of underwriters and risk
managers in our industry at all - Risk Markus Deubert
underwriting is one of the key success factors within our
business, but there are different approaches how to react
to the crisis of the past years. On the one hand we need
sophisticated statistical methods as a requirement for
automated processes and for the increasing demand for
transparency and comprehensibility. On the other hand it is
very unlikely that those methods can replace the
experience and intuition of a risk underwriter analyzing an
individual case”. Deubert sees therefore an important role
for his Committee. “For me, one important goal is to work
on this subject within the Underwriting Committee to find
answers to the question - Is there a status quo in risk
underwriting or is there an accelerating development
regarding our role and our profession?” In general Deubert
(CoU) indicates that “the value of his Committee is to
continue study and review the development of the existing
risks, to ensure the exchange of ideas, experiences and
expertise and to secure a know-how transfer on a best
practice structure as well as on an academic basis. The
mission of the Committee has been unchanged over the
years – so is the value to the members”. But ideally
Deubert (COU) would like to see in the future “a shift or an

ICISA facilitates close contacts with significant players
in the market
By answering to requests by the chairs regarding logistics,
such as arranging Committee meetings and conference
calls, but also to establish meetings with external parties
such as supervisors and regulators, the association helps
the chairs to achieve their goals and continue to stay
successful as Committee. Habib-Deloncle (SRC) is very
pleased with the support by the secretariat. “The Single
Risk Committee works successfully and closely together
with the ICISA permanent team and appreciates its support
it receives in organizing dialogues with various other
parties inside and outside ICISA to discuss the many
important issues brought up by the SRC members”. For
Deubert (CoU) the support should be focused on attracting
more representatives from all continents to the Committee
of Underwriters’ meetings. “This would even more enrich
the exchange of ideas and experiences”. For Daas (SC) it
is ”important that ICISA continues to supports requests by
the Committee to create contacts at the right level with
various international bodies, like various EC Directorates
(> p.7)
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evolution in international trade flows and regulations”. Mul
(CIC) adds that “the Credit Insurance Committee’s function
will stay unchanged in the near future as it is highly
successful in producing studies and reports on issues
related to policy underwriting, insurance techniques and
products and the members closely monitor the industry and
new developments. Good examples of the Committee’s
output are the papers and presentations that we regularly
produce or update on various topics. These documents
reflect the combined knowledge and experience of our
members. Most of these documents are shared via the
secretariat with the respective external target groups and
are for members available via the file search function on
the ICISA website as we strongly belief that knowledge
shared is knowledge gained”.

(Continuation of interview Committee Chairs)

and the European Parliament”. Daas (SC), furthermore
agrees with Deubert (CoU) that it is important that “the
Committee brings together specialists from all over the
Globe enabling them to share information in both an
informal, but also a formal way, by sharing the pro’s and
cons of markets and products. Industry-wide topics
regarding level playing field issues, but also unique market
situations are brought to the table”. But he stresses that it
is his belief the Committee needs to give a lot of emphasis
to the closer cooperation with kindred organizations and
optimization of the visibility of the product.
Habib-Deloncle (SRC) agrees with Daas (SC). “It is also for
the future of the Single Risk Committee important that the
Committee stays with support of the secretariat in close
contact with other significant players in the single risk
market, whether Lloyd’s or others. It is critical to
continuously address the issues resulting from the

These are personal views of the Chairs of the ICISA Committees
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the respective
Committees

Join over 2600 other industry experts
in the ICISA group on LinkedIn
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‘It is important that ICISA continues its efforts to increase public awareness
of trade credit insurance’
Interview with Mr. Frédéric Bizière, Member of the Euler
Hermes Board of Management, in charge of Finance,
Administration, Legal, Tax & Compliance.

economy - shadow banking. These misperceptions need to
be corrected. We are who we are, with market penetration
as an industry below 30%, even across Europe. We should
bear our weight of the burden: no more, no less”.

In between his busy travel schedule, Mr. Frédéric
Bizière, member of the Euler Hermes Board of
Management, kindly accepted our invitation to answer
a few questions regarding his
views on the European trade
credit insurance market, the Asian
market, Euler Hermes’ success
factors and the role ICISA has in
supporting its members.

Going for growth: the Asian trade credit insurance
market
“Asia, and especially China, is the leading growth market,
with a substantial regional GDP growth of +4.9% in 2013
(+8% for China)”, Bizière explains. This leading growth
market attracts the attention of many companies who want
to enter this market and take advantage of the
opportunities it offers. “To accompany our clients effectively
where they want to do business, we imperatively need to
grow our infrastructure in Asia. Asia has enormous
potential for domestic, intra-regional and international
trade”. But this growth market has its own challenges for a
credit insurer. “One of the main challenges is risk
underwriting”, Bizière adds. “Having access to sufficient,
up-to-date and accurate information on buyers to base
solid risk management decisions on is not as easy as in
developed markets like Europe”. The other challenge
Bizière identifies lies in the area of human resources.
“Hiring and keeping best candidates is currently not an
easy task in emerging markets”.

Eurozone TCI market threats and
opportunities
Regarding the European trade credit
insurance market, Bizière notes that
for Euler Hermes the benefits,
despite the effects of Eurozone
crisis, are still bigger than the
disadvantages. “Europe is Euler
Hermes’s home market and still
Frédéric Bizière
represents the ‘lion share’ of our
turnover. To us, the advantages in Europe, being a mature
market, lie in companies’ high awareness of the usefulness
and added value of credit insurance to protect their balance
sheets and cash flow. In midst the Eurozone crisis, at a
time where business insolvencies increase faster over here
than in any other part of the world (+21% in 2013 vs. +8%
globally), our client loyalty rate and new business levels are
at record highs. Both factors compensate for the decrease
in turnover of our policy holders in the difficult economic
environment”.

Euler Hermes: customer focus for strong results`
“Euler Hermes achieved excellent results in 2012 in a
challenging environment. Thanks to the investments made
in Brazil, China, the Middle East, Russia and Turkey in
recent years, we achieved 5.4% turnover growth to
€2,397.9 million and a solid net income of €300.2 million”,
Bizière states. This success seems to be a result of an
ongoing customer focus by Euler Hermes. Bizière notes
that “indeed our focus on customer services was rewarded
by an all-time-high retention rate of 92%, while new
business reached €286 million. We strive to offer our
clients innovative solutions adapted to their risk
management needs”. He gives an example. “We launched
in 2012 for example XoL for multinationals and ‘Simplicity’
for very small businesses”.

Benefits to be highlighted, misconceptions to be
addressed
In order to strengthen the profile and image of the industry,
ICISA needs to continue to communicate with the various
external parties such as regulators and supervisory
authorities. Bizière emphasises that “it is important ICISA
continues its efforts to increase public awareness of trade
credit insurance and explains its role and benefits. The
association should further be instrumental in protecting and
enhancing the reputation of the industry and strengthen its
image with key stakeholders. ICISA’s current role is also to
increase regulatory awareness of how we fit in the overall
picture – somewhere between banks and insurers”. He
likes to illustrate this with some current misperceptions.
“Regulators either overemphasize our weight –‘too big to
fail’ -, our specificities – ‘not traditional insurance’ - or even
worse, consider us as the ‘dark force’ of financing of the

Additionally, there are according to Bizière more factors
explaining the success of the company. “Euler Hermes has
effective risk management tools in place, a good
reinsurance protection, strong distribution partners and is
very well capitalized”. He is therefore confident about the
future. “This should allow Euler Hermes to remain the best
partner for our clients while mitigating the impact of the
continued slowdown in Europe and generating good results
again in 2013”.
(> p.9)
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‘It is important that ICISA continues its efforts to increase public awareness
of trade credit insurance’
It is however clear that the success of Euler Hermes is not
caused by only one market. The company is a real global
player and active in all world markets. “The Americas, Asia
and the Middle East are already primary drivers of Euler
Hermes’s growth today”, Bizière confirms. “But we also
believe in and invest in Russia and Turkey”.

The future of trade credit insurance
To conclude the interview Bizière kindly shares his views
on the future of the worldwide trade credit insurance
market and his experience with ICISA. “Supported by the
growth of global trade and the significant increase of open
account payment terms versus for example documentary
letter of credit, the credit insurance market should enjoy
healthy growth for many years ahead”.

Launch of the Solunion joint venture in Spain and
Latin-America
This year saw the launch of Solunion in Spain and LatinAmerica, owned for 50% by Euler Hermes. Bizière
elaborates why his company started this new joint-venture.
“Solunion, our credit insurance joint venture with Mapfre, is
our largest strategic growth project in recent years. We
decided to create this company – even in these difficult
times – with a long term objective: to support our
customers’ goal of safe and profitable growth in Spain and
Latin America and develop our business in these key
markets. Solunion is already operational in Spain and
Argentina since early 2013. Openings in Chile, Colombia
and Mexico should follow soon”.

Chairmanship Accounting & Regulatory Committee
The Euler Hermes group comprises 5 of the 8 founding
fathers of ICISA and is involved in ICISA since 1928.
Bizières’ personal experience with ICISA consists in his
chairmanship of one of the committees. “If my credit
insurance experience does not go back all the way to
ICISA’s founding days, I was however happy to steer the
Accounting and Regulatory Committee of our association in
recent years. Together with my committee colleagues, we
won the battle to keep credit insurance inside IFRS 4
against the massive lobbying of banks which wanted to
include us in IAS 39. At the time, we were excited to
organize the first video conference between FASB and
IASB on an industry related topic, steered by ICISA
members both in New York and London”, Bizière
remembers.

Bizière is very clear about what he expects from Solunion
over the next 5-10 years. “Our shared vision for Solunion is
to become the reference in credit insurance for companies
operating in Spain and Latin America. Solunion already
holds the third position in Spain and Argentina. It will be the
leading credit insurer in Mexico and Colombia and the third
in Chile when we start operations in these countries later
this year. Solunion’s longer term goal is to become the
market leader in all countries it operates in”.

Euler Hermes
Euler Hermes helps companies around the globe develop their
business safely. The Group provides companies of all sizes
with the support they need to successfully manage their trade
receivables. Euler Hermes offers a complete range of services
for the management of B-to-B trade receivables. The group has
developed a credit intelligence network that enables it to
analyse the financial stability of 40+ million businesses across
the globe. It protects worldwide business transactions totaling
€702 billion (December 2011). Euler Hermes is a subsidiary of
Allianz and listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange. The
group is rated AA- by Standard & Poor’s (July 2012). Euler
Hermes offers credit insurance, surety bonding and
guarantees, trade debt collection and fidelity insurance.
It is Euler Hermes’ mission to help companies grow their
business worldwide through secured and optimised credit
management. To this end Euler Hermes employs more than
6,000 people in over 50 countries.
Euler Hermes is headquartered in Paris La Défense, France.
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‘Trade credit insurance has a strategic and crucial role in enhancing PICC’s
cooperation with the government and our key clients’
Just before the start of the 2013 Annual Meeting of
ICISA in Milan, Mr. Wang Yingcheng, CEO of PICC,
kindly agreed to answer some questions about trade
credit insurance. PICC was recently, January 2013,
granted the license to operate in export credit
insurance and Mr. Wang kindly shares his thoughts on
the role credit insurance plays for his company and for
the Chinese economy as a whole.

the future development of PICC as Mr. Wang explains that
“we place trade credit insurance at a strategic position and
believe it will play a crucial role in enhancing PICC’s
cooperation relationship with the government and our key
clients”.
But not only is trade credit insurance of strategic
importance to PICC, but it is also considered important for
the Chinese economy as a whole, Mr. Wang confirms. “It
has evolved into an important product for the Chinese
economy. The penetration ratio of export credit insurance is
now around 13% in China, above the world’s average. The
central government and local authorities have attached
great importance and used it a lot as a tool to promote
foreign trades. Yet considering China is an export driven
economy and is now the leading trading nation in the world,
we can’t congratulate ourselves for the above average
penetration. There is still a lot of work to do and that’s why
PICC is in”.

“PICC is very glad to have the
license, or to be more accurate, to
have the license back. Its implication
is at least fourfold. First of all it is the
completion of the product line”, Mr.
Wang explains. “PICC is the oldest
and largest property and casualty
insurance company in mainland
China. In 2012, it earned a premium
of around 24 billion Euros, ranking
as the largest in Asia. We used to
underwrite export credit insurance Wang Yingcheng
o n b e h a l f o f C h i n a ’s c e n t r a l
government from 1988 to 2001. Ever since our department
of this business was spun off to be SINOSURE, an
independent company, this product, which is a proper
member of property and casualty insurance family, had
been absent from our product basket. The reissue of
license to operate export credit insurance to us means we
now have a complete product line and can provide a full
service, from end to end, across the board, to our clients”.

About the role ICISA plays, Mr. Wang is very clear as he
considers ICISA and the recent meeting in Milan (ED.
ICISA’s Annual Meeting) important for building knowledge
about the product and bridges to other ICISA members. “I
attended the AGM in Milan because of the importance of
credit insurance and surety to PICC. It improved my
understanding of the business and gave me the opportunity
to know the people better”, Mr. Wang concludes the
interview.

Secondly it implies an important competitive edge for
PICC. According to Mr. Wang “PICC is the first and so far
the only commercial insurance company to obtain the
license. So we have a competitive edge over other
insurance players. It will, no doubt, strengthen our market
leadership”. The regained license helps PICC furthermore
to diversify risks and Mr. Wang notes that “PICC has
mainly worked in underwriting risks such as natural
disasters or accidents. Credit risks diversify our portfolio as
there is little correlation between typhoons and credit”.

PICC Property and Casualty Company Limited
PICC Property and Casualty Company Limited (PICC), with a
35% market share and premium income of CNY 196 billion
(about USD 28 billion), is the largest non-life insurance
company in mainland China and provides all varieties of
general insurances including motor vehicle, hull and cargo,
commercial and homeowner’s property, liability, credit and
surety, aviation and pace insurance.

PICC sees the newly granted license as a recognition of its
past achievements. Mr. Wang remarks that “this fourth and
final positive implication attests to the central government’s
trust in PICC’s capacity and capability to serve China’s
social and economic development, recognizing our past
records in this field. It is also a tribute to our undeterred
and unfailing efforts in developing credit insurance totally
with our own brains and muscles”.

PICC started to underwrite export credit insurance on behalf of
the central government in 1988. In 2001, its export credit
business became independent to form Chinese Export and
Credit Insurance Company (Sinosure). In 2005, PICC decided
to return to the credit insurance market while the surety/bond
businesses have been on its product shelf for the past
decades.
PICC has 4500 branch offices all over China. Being the
People’s insurance company, PICC aim to serve the people’s
interests first and foremost.

In short, the fact that PICC is again licensed to operate in
trade credit insurance will certainly play a prominent role in
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‘Bright future ahead for sureties’
Interview with Jos Kroon and Tom Nederlof
“Nationale Borg is an independent surety company
serving the Dutch and Belgian markets, as well as a
provider of reinsurance capacity to a hundred sureties
and credit insurers around the globe. The company is
owned by two Dutch investment companies, which
makes Nationale Borg one of the few European ICISA
members that are not part of an international financial
services group”, Jos Kroon, CEO of Nationale Borg
explains.
With the exception of a short two
years as bonding director at
Atradius, Kroon has been CEO of
the company for 15 years. This
makes him an experienced and wellknown expert within the international
surety industry. His high profile within
the surety industry will be endorsed
by the members of the International
Surety Association at their 2013
General Meeting, where he will be
elected as president of the
International Surety Association
(ISA).

moment. “So we spend a lot of energy in training our
specialists in both risk as well as commercial issues. And
we want to maintain a good reputation in the market as a
professional, reliable company”, Nederlof indicates, “and,
last but not least, as a team we want to enjoy our work at
Nationale Borg. We feel that it is important that the
challenges we face every day should be dealt with in
positive cooperation”.
Kroon is proud that this positive and professional attitude
within Nationale Borg is also beneficial to their clients. “As
a specialist in surety, we have detailed product know-how
and we try to work with our clients so they can provide
bonds to their beneficiaries on the best conditions possible.
That means we don’t always require collateral and that we
advise our clients on bond wordings and conditions. We
charge fair rates, commensurate with the risk a client
represents and we provide excellent service. Our
relationship managers and mid-office staff are very
knowledgeable about the product and we are small enough
to provide tailor-made service”.
“So far, we have therefore been able to cope quite well with
the crisis, but we are very aware of the fact that the crisis is
not over yet. Immediately from the onset of the crisis, we
increased the frequency of our client reviews, specifically
scanning for early indicators of trouble, such as reducing
order books and increasing outstanding balances. That has
not prevented us from incurring losses and our reinsurers
have seen better years in Nationale Borg’s history, but our
business model has held up well”, Kroon explains.

Jos Kroon

“Nationale Borg has been a well known brand in the Dutch
surety environment for 120 years and for over a decade in
the Belgian market. There are a few other non-bank bond
providers in both markets, but we consider the banks our
competitors”, Kroon states. “The banks serve the majority
of the market and we feel that as sureties, we should not
compete against each other, but against the banks to claim
a larger share of the market”, Tom Nederlof adds.

(> p.12)

Tom Nederlof joined Nationale Borg in 2010 after a
successful career in the banking sector. He was a Senior
Banker Large Corporates at Fortis Bank in the Netherlands
and prior to that he headed a team of client facing credit
specialists at ABN AMRO for many years. At Nationale
Borg he continues to deal with many clients and target
groups he already knew during his ABN AMRO period.
“The board members of Nationale Borg have a shared
responsibility for overall management, but Tom’s first
priority is with the bonding business in the Netherlands and
Belgium. The team consists of 29 Relationship Managers
and commercial staff”, Kroon explains.

Nationale Borg
N.V. Nationale Borg-Maatschappij (Nationale Borg) is the
leading guarantee insurer in the Dutch and Belgian markets, as
well as a worldwide recognized reinsurer of guarantees and
credit insurance.
With a staff of 75 employees and a turnover of € 90 million
(2011), Nationale Borg services its local and international
clients from its offices in Amsterdam (Netherlands), Antwerp
(Belgium) and Willemstad (Curaçao).
As a member of ICISA, PASA, SFAA and Alasece, Nationale
Borg is an internationally recognized partner and a household
name in the (re)insurance world of guarantees and credit
insurance.

There is no doubt in Tom’s mind about the most important
issues for the coming years. “To strike a sound balance
between risk and premium. As prudent risk management is
the most important driver of our profit for the coming years,
this is priority number one to me.” But some day the crisis
will end and Nationale Borg wants to be ready for that

Nationale Borg is owned by two Dutch investment companies
with a long term investment horizon, which is reflected in the
company’s business strategy.
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‘Bright future ahead for sureties’
Interview with Jos Kroon and Tom Nederlof
been hit hard by the crisis. So maybe we are inclined to be
a little too pessimistic, but as a reinsurer we must conclude
that our colleagues in most markets have coped quite well”.
There is however also a positive side to the crisis in his
view. “The positive effect of the crisis is that everyone has
once again become acutely aware of the fact that there is
real risk in what we do: it is not just theory, claims do occur.
We had an entire generation of underwriters who had
never experienced adverse conditions first-hand. People
who do have that experience are much more risk-aware
and that is definitely a good thing”.

(Continuation of interview Jos Kroon, CEO of Nationale Borg
and Tom Nederlof, Director Guarantees),

Nationale Borg itself is active as a reinsurer as well,
through its Curacao-based subsidiary Nationale Borg
Reinsurance. Results from that activity have been very
good throughout the crisis and Kroon specifies that the two
activities complement each other well.
The main lesson Nationale Borg learned from the crisis is
that they have returned to an old-fashioned type of
underwriting, where the bond risk is as important as the
financial risk a company represents. “With bond risk we
mean the risk that is covered by the bond itself. In recent
years, in competing with banks who often are fully
collateralized, we had focused very much on the financial
analysis our clients, assuming that if
the client is financially sound, it is of
lesser importance what the bond
wording says. Now that financial
soundness is not always obvious and
even sound companies face adverse
circumstances, it does matter what
the bond wording says, whether a
bond is conditional or unconditional,
or whether it is on first demand. Our
staff is focused on individual bond
wordings much more than they were,
say, five years ago”, Nederlof clarifies. Tom Nederlof

Kroon is convinced that there is a bright future ahead for
surety companies, because “banks are retreating to their
core markets all around the world, leaving plenty of
opportunity for others to fill the gaps they leave in the
product offering. Of course, banks today are restrictive just
like we are in providing credit lines to customers. But once
the crisis is over and the risk is no longer as big an issue
as it is today, banks will be limited in their capacity to offer
credit. This is due to the stricter capital requirements
imposed by regulators and that will not change for a long
time. Once we feel at ease to take on more risk again, I
see ample opportunity to increase the market share of
surety companies in markets that are dominated by banks
today”.

According to Kroon it seems that the surety industry as a
whole has coped well with the crisis so far. “We look at the
surety market from a Dutch and Belgian perspective and
must conclude that the Dutch construction market has
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Mike Truter talks about his experiences
After a life-long career in trade credit insurance Mike
Truter will retire in July 2013. We are pleased that he
agreed to give us a glimpse into his career and share
with us his interesting observations about how the
industry developed over the years. As former and
highly respected Management Committee member of
ICISA, we are of course also highly interested in his
views about the association.

based, automation is virtually non-existent and written
communication with clients is primarily by letter (or by telex
if it is extremely urgent!)”. He adds that ”in the pre-IT era
turnaround times in responding to client requests were
measured in days, and even weeks, rather than hours, and
policy terms and conditions were almost totally inflexible”.
This has changed for the better and today the industry is
much faster and much more flexible and clients can ask
their credit insurer to tailor-make their cover to suit their
individual requirements.

After graduating from university in
1973 his career was according to him
“a little unusual”. He started his
career at Credit Guarantee where he
worked for seven years. “I started-off
as a trainee underwriter, later
becoming a senior underwriter, then
being promoted to manager of the
new-business/ sales department, and
then being appointed as underwriting
manager”, Truter explains. He was
then head-hunted by one of their
international trade-finance clients.“I
worked for them for six years, three Mike Truter
years of which were in New York
where we set up a captive credit insurance company”.

More in general Truter indicates that today’s trade credit
insurance industry has developed into a mature and
modern industry able to cope and react to the changing
environment it operates in. “The industry has proved that it
is sound and resilient as was illustrated by the fact that,
unlike the banking industry, no credit insurer defaulted or
needed to be bailed out despite the financial crisis of 2007
and later”.He is therefore optimistic about the future of the
industry and the fact that it will be around for many years to
come.
However, he is somewhat concerned about the increasing
regulatory pressure being imposed on the industry. “The
mounting regulatory demands on all financial institutions
worldwide, banks and insurers alike, are, I believe,
threatening to stifle the industry. For this reason, the
advocacy role that ICISA plays is very important to get this
message across to regulators and other interested parties”.

In 1986 he was approached by the CEO of Credit
Guarantee to re-join the company. “I was appointed as
senior manager of our underwriting and claims activities,
and was later promoted to general manager in charge of all
our business units.In 1997 I was elected to the board of
directors as Chief Operating Officer and was appointed as
CEO in 2002, a position I have filled for the past eleven
years”

In his opinion ICISA is “of vital
importance to its members as
the ‘voice’ of the industry with
clients, brokers, regulators and
the media as well as in
facilitating dialogue between the
players in the industry”. To
increase the influence the
industry can have on the various
international decision making processes, Truter feels that
“there is still room for the various players in the industry to
consider combining the three main trade credit insurance
associations (ICISA, BU and PASA) into one consolidated
association with a much stronger voice representing the
industry”.

With an international career of four decades, Truter has
seen how the industry evolved into where it is today. “When
I first joined the industry, Global credit insurance groups
were unheard of and the players around the world referred
to each other as ‘foreign colleagues’ who participated on
each other’s reinsurance programmes. Buyer information
was freely shared with each other, and credit insurers
willingly trained staff for other players”.
With the competitive environment that prevails today and
the advent of globalisation in the industry this scenario has
changed “quite significantly”. But looking back, the most
remarkable developments can, according to him be seen in
the areas of information technology and flexibility. “I am
sure a new young graduate joining the industry today
would find it difficult to imagine how a credit insurance
business could function properly where files are all paper-

To strengthen the role of ICISA and therewith increase the
impact it can have, Truter would like to invite his peers in
the industry to become more active in ICISA. “My advice
would be that senior executives at the highest level in the
industry should get involved in the association ... and
should ‘be seen’ to be involved!”
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‘Solvency II Expert Group remains focused’
Interview with the Chair of the Solvency II Expert
Group, Téva Perreau, on their activities and
perspective.

members and other non-ICISA parties. And last, but not
least the secretariat is important as the meetings of the
Solvency II Expert Group members with external parties
are more valuable whenever possible under the ICISA
label”.

The present Solvency II process is
still ongoing and some major issues
are still being discussed at
European level. Téva Perreau,
Chair of the ICISA Solvency II
Expert Group and Group Risk
Director at Coface, indicates
therefore that “Due to remaining
major open issues regarding the
Solvency II implementation and the
Standard Formula Calibration, the
target for the Solvency II Expert
Group is to remain focused at
present on these topics”. The
uncertainty linked to the Solvency II
Téva Perreau
implementation creates the needs of
working in a flexible and pragmatic approach. “We adapt
our working agenda to the situation if necessary, dealing
with other topics as long as it does not impact the identified
major issues”. Perreau adds that “the Solvency II Expert
Group activity is currently watching the impact for our
industry of Non-Life Underwriting Risk - major component
of Solvency Capital Requirement and the Translation of the
Directive into Level 2 and 3”.
The current working process within the Expert Group is
mainly concentrated on the preparation of the EIOPA CAT
group meetings. “ICISA is kindly represented in this EIOPA
CAT expert group by Anthony Hams of Atradius. Through
regular conference calls Anthony Hams gives updates and
ask for input. The other Solvency II Expert Group members
assist him in preparing the EIOPA meetings, defining our
positions and feedback”, Perreau explains. The Solvency II
Expert Group is furthermore also involved in specific other
meetings. “The Solvency II Expert Group is also closely
involved in meetings with insurance associations, national
regulators and supervisors, in order to have our positions
on key issues known and endorsed”. The role of the ICISA
secretariat is according to Perreau important. “The ICISA
Secretariat plays a central role in the process regarding the
coordination and organization of meetings and to cope with
other logistical issues. It is also an important source of
information as it receives information from the all ICISA

The members are involved to their best ability, but there
are unfortunately limits to the work being done. Perreau
indicates that “we make a selection of priority topics thus
not having a global and exhaustive approach. Input and
participation by the members is done on best efforts. To be
as productive as possible we limited the number of face-toface meetings and increased the number of conference
calls. One large limitation is of course that detailed
information exchange is not possible due to confidentiality.
“As chair, I consider however that the cost/benefit of the
present process and organization from the Solvency II
Expert Group remains positive and efficient”.
The Chair would like to suggest some improvements under
the present organization. ”There is already many
information exchange on Solvency II between members of
the Expert Group through the ICISA secretariat. I think we
could further improve by benefiting more from the local
presence of members in various countries. It could be done
through the ICISA secretariat by structuring a process to
collect present information from countries members on
Solvency II or equivalent for other countries - local
initiative, local insurers information – and structure an
internal central information basis for the benefit of all
Solvency II Expert Group members and more widely all
ICISA members”.
Perreau would like to share also his medium-term views
regarding the Solvency II Expert Group “The Solvency II
Expert Group activity and scope has naturally to fit within
the global ICISA strategy and perspective defined by the
Management Committee. If a change is needed, with for
example an increase of activity we have to keep in mind
that we face today some limits on topics related to data
confidentiality and resources. In order to cope with these
issues, the assistance of an external consultant to the
ICISA secretariat could be a solution. A possible increase
of dedicated time from members could be as well needed
according to the global target.”
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The winners will be those
who find the answers
I thank Mr. Kay Scholz, a distinguished
reinsurer, for choosing to pass the pen to
me. Kay is representing the German
reinsurer R+V, who in a short span of
years has developed into a large and
highly regarded reinsurer within credit and
surety reinsurance. An excellent example
of the dynamics of our business.
The dynamics of our business and a little
advertising for STECIS will be the theme
for my column.

This is where I would like to do a little advertising for
STECIS. As you know STECIS was born a few years ago
by ICISA with the specific purpose of providing training in
the field of Trade Credit and Surety. STECIS has developed
successfully, which is documented by a high number of
attendees to training seminars and high ratings of classes.
My final words here will be to challenge you to keep looking
forward. The number of difficult and uncomfortable
questions is high and growing. Solutions have to be found.
The winners will be those who find the answers. Invest in
your people. This is your best bet to be part of the winning
team.

Mads Løgstrup

First the dynamics. The way we do business is changing
rapidly. A few years ago, self service via internet was a
cornerstone in achieving competitive advantages. Many
direct companies built their market strategy around this.
The aim was to give clients what they wanted, when they
wanted it. It worked, and it was cost efficient. First movers
among the direct companies secured competitive
advantages in this area. They can no longer do so.
Excellent self service has become standard. Like an
iPhone. No longer special. Market strategies have to be
rewritten. What will secure your competitive position in the
future?

I am happy to pass the pen to Thomas Lallinger of Munich
Re who will share his views and perhaps inspires you to
find the best way foward.
________________________________________________________________
The column expresses the personal opinion of the writer and does not
necessarily reflect the views of ICISA or any or all of its members.

A parallel. What is happening to the credit information
monopoly of the past? For decades only the largest and
strongest credit insurers managed to create and maintain
databases for credit risk information. A strong competitive
advantage, which effectively protected business. Now what
is happening? Credit information from independent sources
is becoming readily available. Quality is increasing and it is
becoming cheaper. Also the cost of creating the tools to
translate risk information into risk decisions is rapidly
diminishing. This will leave room for future alternative
providers of a nature, we may not even be able to grasp yet.
How shall we cope with this?
I have now deliberately raised questions that I have no
answer to. I do, however, have a hint on how you should
manage. It lies with the people you employ. Their minds and
brains are the only true and long term protection of your
business. Your employees will find the answers. Now and in
the future. But you need to keep them up to speed.
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Credit Guarantee appoints new CEO
Peter Todd, Chairman of Credit Guarantee, announced that
Mr Charles Nortje will be joining Credit Guarantee as the
new CEO. Mr Charles Nortje is
currently the Managing Director of the
Risk Management Practice at Marsh
Africa.
“Charles, a Chartered Accountant by
profession, comes with a wealth of
insurance experience having served in
senior executive positions in the
industry over a number of years”, said
Mr. Todd. “I look forward to working
with Charles and the executive team
as we look to build on the success of
Credit Guarantee”.
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Euler Hermes increases shareholding in Israeli credit
insurer ICIC to 50%
On 24 April 2013 Euler Hermes announced that it will
increase its participation in Israel’s leading credit insurer
ICIC from the original 33% acquired in 2007 to 50%,
pending certain regulatory approvals expected before the
summer. The remaining
50% of shares will be
held by Euler Hermes’
local partner Harel
Insurance Investment &
Financial Services Ltd.
“Euler Hermes’ collaboration with ICIC since 2007 has
been excellent, and is also reflected in ICIC’s strong
business results,” said Wilfried Verstraete, chairman of the
Euler Hermes management board. “Increasing our
investment to a 50% shareholding is consistent with our
Mediterranean basin growth strategy. We look forward to
continuing to best support our Israeli clients – highly
focused on export trade – with global market knowledge
that helps them make confident business decisions.”

Charles Nortje

For more information, please visit
www.creditguarantee.co.za
Credit Guarantee announces retirement of Mike Truter
Mike Truter, Managing Director and CEO of Credit
Guarantee Insurance Corporation of Africa Limited will
retire at the end of July 2013. Truter, who joined Credit
Guarantee in 1986, has reached the
company’s mandatory retirement age.

"The increase of
Euler Hermes’s
share in ICIC will
further strengthen
our position in the
Israeli credit insurance market – be it for domestic or export
trade,” confirmed David Milgrom, chief executive officer of
ICIC. “Euler Hermes’ global risk underwriting expertise and
Harel’s extensive local distribution network as the second
largest insurer in Israel provides ICIC with strong partners
to support our clients in their business development.”

Mike was appointed as Credit
Guarantee’s Managing Director and
CEO in 2002 after serving 5 years on
the board as the company’s Chief
Operating Officer. During his tenure,
he built Credit Guarantee into one of
the largest and most profitable
specialist insurance companies in
South Africa.

For more information, please visit www.eulerhermes.com
and www.icic.co.il/en/

“Mike can be truly proud of his
achievements in building Credit
Guarantee into a world-class credit insurer”, remarked the
company’s Chairman Peter
Todd as he wished Truter well in
his retirement. Mr. Todd also
p o i n t e d o u t t h a t Tr u t e r ’ s
knowledge and expertise would
not be lost to the company as
he will be appointed to the
board of Credit Guarantee after
a short sabbatical.

Euler Hermes cooperation with Allianz in Malaysia
Malaysian businesses active in domestic and export
markets can now access Euler Hermes trade credit
insurance products and services more easily, following a
cooperation agreement between Euler Hermes and Allianz
General Insurance Company (Malaysia) Berhad, who will
act as a distributor throughout the country.

Mike Truter

“Malaysia is a strategic Asia-Pacific market
for Euler Hermes and this agreement
offers local companies more direct access
to credit insurance products that protect
them as they grow domestically, regionally
or globally,” said Victor Jiang, CEO, Euler
Hermes ASEAN. “We opened our own
branch company in Kuala Lumpur last
December, but have provided credit

For more information, please visit
www.creditguarantee.co.za
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insurance solutions to Malaysian businesses since 2005.
Partnering with our leading shareholder Allianz, who has a
strong local presence, enables us to move even closer to
our customers in responding to their specific needs as their
markets continue to grow.”
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Wilfried Verstraete, chairman of the Euler Hermes Board of
Management, said “The Americas and Asia are the growth
champions of the Group and enabled us to post another
5% increase in top line this quarter. On the claims side,
thanks to disciplined underwriting, activity seems to be
stabilizing, apart from one large claim. Despite the longlasting slowdown in Europe, Euler Hermes is holding its
course on growth and profitability targets.”

For more information, please visit www.eulerhermes.com
Euler Hermes’ partnership with HSBC
Euler Hermes announced that it has become the exclusive
supplier of trade credit insurance solutions to HSBC
Commercial Banking customers. Under the terms of the
global distribution agreement, HSBC customers trading on
‘open account’ will enjoy favorable access to Euler Hermes’
industry-leading protection against non-payment of
receivables debt.

For more information, please visit www.eulerhermes.com

"This pioneering
partnership between
Euler Hermes and
HSBC is the first of its
kind, on such a global
scale, in the trade credit
insurance market,” said Wilfried Verstraete, chairman of the
Euler Hermes board of management. “There is a clear
business synergy between Euler Hermes and HSBC.”

As senior Vice President and Head of Canadian Surety,
David Smith will have full accountability for the overall line
of business. His mandate includes all aspects of product
underwriting, branding, distribution,
and supporting strategies to position
our Surety business for accelerated
profitable growth, while ensuring
exceptional customer experience and
efficient business interactions with our
Surety broker partners.

The Guarantee Company of North America appoints
David Smith and Sean Deakin
Effective 18 March 2013, Davis Smith is appointed Senior
Vice President and Head of Canadian Surety and Sean
Deakin as National Vice President, Surety Underwriting.

Verstraete adds that “demand for trade-related insurance is
being driven by increased sector and geographic risks, and
because today more than 80% (source: HSBC) of trade is
conducted on an open account basis. Together, we can
offer HSBC customers the combined benefit of our global
leadership and strong local expertise.”

David Smith

“Trade credit insurance is important to our customers
because it enables commerce by boosting confidence and
because it protects balance sheets against unexpected
shocks. It’s complementary to HSBC’s range of Trade and
Receivables Finance solutions, so we’re delighted to be
expanding our relationship with Euler Hermes at a time
when businesses particularly need financial security,” said
Mark Hussein, HSBC’s global head of commercial
insurance and investments.

David has spent the last 30 years in
the Surety industry in Canada and in
that time has gained extensive
experience from coast to coast and
internationally.

He began his career in 1983 as a Surety Underwriter and
since then has managed the Canadian Surety divisions of
several companies of increasing size and scope. Most
recently David held the position of Vice President of Surety
for a large multinational P&C insurance company, heading
up their Canadian Surety operations.
David spent many
years on the Ontario
Regional Committee of
The Surety Association
of Canada (SAC) and
currently sits on its Boad
of Directors. David Graduated in 1983 from the University
of Western Ontario with a BA in Administrative &
Commercial Studies, majoring in Finance.

For more information, please visit www.eulerhermes.com
Euler Hermes 2013 Q1 Results
Euler Hermes’ turnover at the end of March 2013 stands at
€619.3 million, up 5% versus the first quarter of 2012.
Despite a challenging market environment in Europe,
operating income is up 19.4% year-on-year, at €127.3
million, boosted by the gains on the legal contribution of the
Spanish and Argentinean entities to the Solunion joint
venture with MAPFRE.
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As National Vice President, Surety Underwriting, Sean
Deakin will have accountability for The Guarantee’s large
strategic account portfolio, product development initiatives
as well as overall governance of the
Guarantee’s contract surety portfolio
on a national basis.

◆

Issue 2

QBE appoints David Duclos and David Fried
David Duclos has been appointed Chief Executive Officer
of QBE North American Operations on 2 April 2013.
Mr. Duclos has a long background in
insurance, notably with Cigna and in
recent years as Chief Operating Officer
and then Chief Executive of Insurance
Operations at XL Group. Since
completing full time employment with
the XL Group in 2011, he has acted in
a consulting capacity to the CEO and
executive team at XL Group, and as a
director of RLI Corp, the NYSX listed
specialty property and casualty and
surety insurer.

Over the last 18 years, Sean has held
positions of increasing seniority in a
range of capacities within the Surety
industry including both underwriting
and senior management positions.
Prior to Sean’s appointment at The
Guarantee he was the Manager of
Contract Surety for the Canadian
operations of large P&C insurance
Sean Deakin
company. Over the course of his
career, Sean has been engaged in all aspects of the Surety
industry and has worked with many of Canada’s leading
contractors, the international Surety community and is
actively engaged in the North American Public-Private
Partnership initiative.

David Duclos

When announced on 26 February 2013, John Neal, QBE’s
Group Chief Executive Officer, commented, “I am delighted
to announce David’s appointment as Chief Executive
Officer of QBE’s largest and arguably
most demanding division, North
American Operations. I cannot
overplay the depth and breadth of
local US insurance industry
experience and pedigree that David
brings to the role. I look forward to
working closely with David in
maximising the returns from our
extensive and diverse North American
portfolio.”

A graduate from the University of Western Ontario, Sean
holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Administrative and
Commercial Studies.
For more information, please visit Theguarantee.com
Nationale Borg appoints new Chief Risk and
Financial Officer
As from mid-May, Laura Pool will be Nationale Borg's Chief
Risk and Financial Officer.

David Duclos has succeeded John Rumpler.
Mr. David Fried joined QBE as Chief Executive Officer,
QBE Asia Pacific on 8 April 2013 and is based in
Singapore.

Laura has many years of
experience in financial services,
most recently as CRO/CFO at
Westland Utrecht Bank, an ING
company in Amsterdam.

Laura Pool

Volume 8

Mr. Fried’s most recent role was as
Regional Chief Executive Officer of
Allianz Asia Pacific, where he was
responsible for a life and non-life
business across 14 countries. He
previously worked with HSBC for 27
years, including as its Group Head of
Insurance, and prior to that, as its Asia
Pacific Regional Head of Insurance.
Mr. Fried has also worked in New York
and in insurance broking in London.

She succeeds Pietro Lanzillotta,
who moves on to new challenges
elsewhere in the surety industry.

For more information, please visit: www.nationaleborg.com

David Fried
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When announced on 9 January 2013, Mr. Neal, QBE’s
Group Chief Executive Officer, said “David brings to QBE
an outstanding record of achievement and an intimate
understanding of the insurance sector across Asia. In
addition to David’s deep knowledge of Asia, David has had
extensive experience in a number of globally-focused
strategic roles that will make him a valuable addition to the
QBE Group Executive Committee.” He also said that “QBE
already has a strong franchise in the Asia Pacific region
operating in 16 countries. As the world’s fastest growing
insurance market, QBE aims to significantly boost its
presence in the region. David will be responsible for
implementing this new strategy for growth.”
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Issue 2

Dominique Charpentier, (62), has been with Atradius since
2002. He will be responsible for Installment Credit
Protection, Bonding, Collections, Atradius Re and ITS.
Over his 11 years with Atradius,
Dominique has served as Managing
Director of ICP, Bonding and Italy and
before its sale in 2005 Atradius
Factoring. Dominique will also be
based in Amsterdam.
After five years as Atradius CMO,
David Capdevila has left the Atradius
Management Board to take a
Management Board position with
Grupo Catalana Occidente (GCO), the
parent company of Atradius and will
Dominique Charpentier continue as Chairman of Atradius Re.

For more information, please visit www.qbe.com
Atradius names new Chief Financial Officer and Chief
Insurance Operations Officer
Claus Gramlich-Eicher of Allianz Investment Management
SE has been named Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and
Dominique Charpentier Chief Insurance Operations Officer
(CIOO) of Atradius N.V.

Isidoro Unda, Atradius N.V.
Chairman and CEO
commented, “Growth
through superior service
and increased coverage
are important objectives for
Atradius. Both Claus and Dominique have continuously
demonstrated their ability to excel in these areas across a
broad spectrum of product categories and markets. Their
guidance and enthusiasm will help propel our business and
support our customers’ sales goals.”

As Atradius’ CFO, Claus GramlichEicher, (48), takes responsibility for
Finance, Financial Control and
Corporate Finance. He will be based in
Amsterdam. Mr Gramlich-Eicher has
worked for Allianz since 1993 filling
various senior financial roles. He has
helped build, among others, the Allianz
Financial Division working in four
d i ff e r e n t c o u n t r i e s ( t h e C z e c h
Republic, Spain, Italy and Germany).

For more information, please visit www.atradius.com

Claus Gramlich-Eicher

CALENDAR

Editorial Information
For suggestions, please contact us:
Edward Verhey for interviews
Willem Bongaarts for announcements

◆ ICISA Autumn Meetings 2013
The Hague, 18 - 20 September 2013

☎ +31 (0)20 - 625 4115 secretariat@icisa.org

Zurich, 19 - 21 March 2014

◆ ICISA Spring Meetings 2014
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The Trade Credit Insurance & Surety Academy (STECIS)

Training Schedule 2014
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- ICISA members receive a 5% discount on all their
STECIS bookings.
- When your company registers at least three (or
more) participants for one training seminar, you
will receive a 10% discount over the total seminar
fee.

Next training seminars are scheduled for:
March 2014
* Trade Credit Insurance (basic)
* Surety (basic)
June 2014
* Trade Credit Insurance Advanced
* Surety Advanced

STECIS, the Credit Insurance & Surety Academy, is
endorsed by the International Credit Insurance & Surety
Association (ICISA) and Exporta and promotes knowledge
and professionalism in the theory and practice of trade credit
insurance and surety underwriting or related topics.

Tailor-Made In-Company Training
STECIS can also develop tailor-made 1 to 5-day incompany training seminars answering to the specific
needs of your company.

For more information please visit www.stecis.org
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